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September SCAMPS Meeting Location
As of this writing no September SCAMPS meeting is scheduled. If you want to host one please coordinate
with Kevin Sherman and Mark Williams for an email broadcast to the group

SCAMPS NEWS

by Clint Brooks

Get ready for the late summer contests! We have the USFFC at Lost Hills
coming up, followed closely by the SAM Champs in Las Vegas. There are still
more contest events out there than most of us can manage to attend-let’s see if
we can’t get some new faces involved with competition flying. There are still
some shy ones around-try and mentor them into the fun of contest flying if you
can-we need some new blood!
Here are a few shots of my upcoming E-36 kit Apache II. I’m down to the
final details on the kit design and will be moving toward initial release in
October. I have a supply of the Hyperion Z1709 outrunner that is the optimal
motor for this model and will be pairing it with kits for those who want it.
Quantities of the motor are limited. I’ll probably offer a standard kit
(complete airframe) and a short kit (laser parts, carbon boom, documents
only). Right now I don’t think I’ll be offering a full house kit with all the
electronics, motor, etc., but we’ll see if there is any demand for that once it
goes on sale. I’ll offer the Hyperion and an APC prop as a plus up to a
standard kit to start off to enable high performance options for you.
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Apache II Prototype T-1-the this is the fourth version in the series of development models flown in late 2014 and throughout
2015 and 99% representative of the pending kit release later this year-try one!

August 12, 2015 Club Contest

by John Riese, CD

When I arrived at the field about 6:30 there were already quite a few aviators present. Only thing was they
were hot air balloon aficionados, not modelers. I proceeded to set up the CD table and set out the scorecards
and lawn chairs. After about an hour the aeronauts flew away so we could start our contest. Events for the day
were Large Rubber Combined and Nostalgia Gas Combined. The temperature was nice but one could tell it
was going to be a hot day.
There were quite a number of people present but not very many contestants. Lots of activity with smaller
rubber planes flying all morning; only three people managed any official flights in the large rubber event.
Maybe it was too hot to wind the heavy multistrand motors?
Large Rubber Combined Results
Joe Jones
George Walter
Fernando Ramos

Lamb Climber
Duplex Stick
Red Buzzard

165
89
149

133
83
dnf

128
89
dnf

426
261
149
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The usual suspects made flights in Nostalgia Gas. Jeff Carman was at the flight line but was flying a
Playboy Sr. ignition plane instead of his usual Texans. Phil Ronney was trying out an Electric Nostalgia and
didn’t make any official contest flights.
Nostalgia Gas Combined Results
Ron Thomas
Hulan Mathies
Ray Peel
John Riese

Zeek 575
180
Texan OS29 180
Fubar Veco 19 162
Spacer OS15 101

180
176
134
dnf

180
160
180
dnf

540
516
476
101
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After the contest we were entertained by Ron Thomas flying his hot Old Timer. He is getting ready for the
Sam Champs. Hope that many Scamps will attend this year.
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I brought out a large cooler with drinks but forgot to tell the folks it was there until later in the morning. We
did have two people bring donuts, however.
Other news-the Perris field is getting a good workout on the weekends. Since the July storms, there is a
fairly dense growth of what I think is tumbleweed starting to sprout. Right now it’s about 12 inches tall, but
once it dries out it will make for a rough field and damage potential to models. We should look at dragging
it again in October to keep it level and smooth as we head into the winter months. Anyone up for a work
Saturday for field improvements?
See you at Lost Hills and Perris!
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45th U.S. FREE FLIGHT CHAMPIONSHIPS
LOST HILLS, CA 09/25-27/2015
American and National Cup
6 FAI Events
11 Old Time Events
9 Nostalgia Events
3 Classic Events
10 Modern AMA Events
1 Compressed Air Event
1 Jimmy Allen Event
New this year…Nostalgia Electric
ALL CASH AWARDS $5000 purse
1st $75, 2nd $50, 3rd $25
(Less than 5 entrant’s awards reduced)

Plus perpetual trophy events
Jr. Awards in all Events
1st $15, 2nd $10, 3rd $5
(2nd entry allowed in combined
Events with restrictions)
Information contact: Ted Firster Civyboy31@roadrunner.com
951-776-4971 or cell 951-830-0414
See website for information
LHFFMAA.COM
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